I. INTRODUCTION
The current on-going interest in the properties of magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) is primarily due to two reasons: (i) The magnetic properties of NPs are strongly dependent on their size D because of the increasing role of the surface spins whose concentration increases with decreasing D as 1/D; and (ii) Magnetic NPs have diverse applications in many areas such as magnetic storage media, biomedicine, magnetic drug delivery, sensors, ferrofluids and catalysts [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . An important property of magnetic NPs is the blocking temperature T B which is related to the effective magnetic anisotropy K eff and volume V of the NPs through the relation [6] [7] [8] : (1) Here k B is the Boltzmann constant, f 0 ~ 10 10 -10 12 Hz is the system-dependent attempt frequency varying only weakly with temperature, f m is the experimental measurement frequency and T 0 is an effective temperature representing the strength of the interparticle interactions (IPI). The importance of the anisotropy energy K eff V is that it keeps the magnetic moment of the NP aligned in a particular direction. Therefore, how K eff varies with the size D or volume V of the NPs is important with regard to the stored information in the recorded media. To determine K eff using Eq. (1) for a particle of volume V, T B needs to be measured at several frequencies f m which then allows determination of T 0 , K eff and f 0 for the system. [9] [10] Determining K eff from the measured T B assuming T 0 = 0 (i.e. no IPI) and undetermined f o value leads to error in the magnitude of K eff . To reduce the strength of the IPI which can include dipole-dipole and exchange interactions, the NPs are often coated with surfactants or diluted in diamagnetic hosts. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In a recent paper [10] , we reported on the K eff vs. D variation in the maghemite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) NPs in the size range D = 2.5 nm to 15 nm including some data taken from the literature and showed that this variation is not adequately described by the current core-surface layer model [16] . Instead a core-shellsurface layer (CSSL) model was proposed to explain the observed unusual enhancement of K eff for the smaller sizes [10] . In this paper, we further elaborate on this CSSL model and also test its general validity for the NPs of antiferromagnetic NiO and ferromagnetic Ni. Details of the relevant important issues and results are presented in the following sections.
II. INTERPARTICLE INTERACTIONS (IPI)
It is evident from Eq. (1) that T o describing the strength of IPI in a given system needs to be determined first for accurate determination of K eff for the system. For this, T B needs to be measured at least for two sufficiently different frequencies f m followed by calculating the quantity Φ defined as follows [7, 8, 11] : (2) Here T B (1) and T B (2) are the blocking temperature measured at two sufficiently different frequencies f m (1) and f m (2) . For no IPI (T 0 = 0), ~ 0.13 and for < 0.13, the magnitude of IPI and T 0 increases with decreasing magnitude of . Experimentally, the ac magnetic susceptibility is an ideal way to probe the frequency dependence of T B , where T B is best determined by the peak position of the χ vs. temperature data, with χ being the out-of-phase component of the acsusceptibility. For magnetic NPs, T B shifts to higher temperatures with increase in f m as shown in Fig. 1 for the oleic-acid coated 6.3 nm diameter NPs of maghemite [9] . Analysis of this data shows that = 0.084, T 0 = 11 K, f 0 = A core-shell-surface layer model to explain the size dependence of effective magnetic anisotropy in magnetic nanoparticles 2.6 x 10 10 Hz, and K eff = 7.5 x 10 5 erg/cm 3 . [9, 10] . In Fig. 2 , the fits of the data for the maghemite NPs of size D = 2.5, 3.4, 6.3, and 7.0 nm to Eq. (1) from our investigations [9] are shown to emphasize the importance of determining T 0 before evaluating K eff .
III. THE CORE-SURFACE LAYER MODEL
The spins in the core of a magnetic NP usually have bulklike magnetic ordering with bulk-like anisotropy K b . However, the spins on the surface of NPs experience different anisotropy K S because of the broken crystalline symmetry and broken exchange bonds at the surface. Considering the surface effects, Bødker et al. [16] proposed the following equation to explain the size dependence of K eff in Fe NPs:
Here the factor 6/D is the ratio of the surface area to volume of a spherical NP with diameter D. This relationship is often quoted in the literature but in some cases deviations from this variation have also been reported. [10, 12, 17, 18] In a recent paper [10] , we have tested the validity of Eq. (3) for a total of 18 maghemite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) NPs in the size range of 2.5 nm to 15 nm. The data included four NPs with D = 2.3, 3.4, 6.3, and 7.0 nm from our own investigations [9] along with the available data of the remaining 14 NPs taken from the literature [10] . Care was taken to select only those data points for which the effects of IPI were taken into account before determining K eff using Eq. 
IV. THE CORE-SHELL-SURFACE LAYER (CSSL) MODEL
To explain the observed deviations of the K eff vs. 1/D data for the smaller NPs of γ-Fe 2 O 3 from the predictions of the core-surface layer model represented by Eq. (3), an extension of this model was proposed consisting of a core, a shell of thickness d with anisotropy K sh , and the usual atomically thin surface layer. A pictorial description of this core-shell-surface layer (CSSL) model is shown in Fig. 3 and it is described by the following Eq.: [10] (4)
Here K sh , the anisotropy of the spins in the shell, is different from K s and K b . A justification for the CSSL model is the recent Monte-Carlo simulations [19] which showed that the surface disorder in maghemite NPs propagates towards the inside of the NPs with decreasing size, thus, forming a shell layer of finite thickness in which the arrangement of spins is different from those in the core and surface layer. Additionally, the recent neutron scattering measurements and the theoretical investigations further confirm the formation of a shell layer in the small magnetic NPs. [10, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and the fitted curve for the whole range of 2.5 nm to 15 nm is shown in Fig. 4 with the magnitudes of the fitted parameters listed in the caption of the figure. The data of this figure is reproduced from our recent paper where details of the CSSL model were also presented. [10] Although, all the data points do not exactly fall on the fitted curve, as is often the case when comparing experimental data with theory, the overall trend of K eff vs. D variation is wellcaptured by Eq. (4) within the experimental uncertainties.
V. VALIDATION OF THE CSSL MODEL FOR OTHER SYSTEMS
In order to verify the general validity of the CSSL model, we next test its applicability for the NPs of antiferromagnetic NiO and ferromagnetic Ni using the data available in the literature. In selecting the data for these systems, again care was taken to include only those data points for which the effects of IPI have been taken into account before determining K eff [12, 13, 18, 27] . Measurements of K eff vs. D for coated NiO NPs in which IPI was absent was reported by Shim et al. [12] where it was also shown that the variation of K eff vs. D does not fit Eq. (3) due to the unusual enhancement of K eff for the smaller NPs [12] . This is similar to the observations reported here for γ-Fe Next, the validity of the CSSL model is tested for the ferromagnetic Ni NPs using the data available in the literature [11, 14, [28] [29] [30] . Again exactly the same guidelines and procedures regarding the IPI were employed in selecting the data as described earlier in the case of NPs of NiO and γ-Fe 2 O 3 . The plot of the K eff vs. 1/D data for Ni NPs is shown in Fig. 6 for an adequate number of the particle sizes. Once again we observe that Eq. (3) is unable to fit the data of the smaller Ni NPs, whereas the CSSL model satisfactorily explains the size dependence of K eff for all considered sizes of Ni NPs. This is due to the fact that compared to the K b and K S values, the shell anisotropy K sh term dominates the net K eff for smaller NPs as discussed in Ref. [10] . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it has been shown that the sizedependence of K eff in NPs of ferrimagnetic γ-Fe 2 O 3 , ferromagnetic Ni and antiferromagnetic NiO is adequately described by the CSSL model proposed here which is described by Eq. (4). This model is an extension of the often used model represented by Eq. (3) by including an additional term due to the spins in a shell of thickness d. As discussed in Ref. 10 , the contribution from this additional term becomes important only for the smaller particles typically below about 5 nm. The validity of this CSSL model shown here for three different magnetic systems mentioned above suggests that this model should also be applicable for NPs of other magnetic systems in which data of K eff vs D becomes available over a large enough size range without the interference of the interparticle interactions. 
